
Fund Facts

Structure UCITS V Luxembourg

Total NAV Size 3.080.525,73 €

Risk Class

Benchmark Hurdle 7%

Liquidity Daily

Mngnt Co Eurobank FMC-LUX

Investment Manager Eurobank Asset Management MFMC

Investment Advisor Prelium Investment Services

Custodian/Administrator Eurobank Private Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers

Prelium A Prelium B

Currency EUR EUR

ISIN code LU0517761358 LU0517761515

Bloomberg ticker PRELFTR LX Equity PRELFTB LX Equity

MorningStar Rating 3-Star 4-Star

Inception date 5/7/2010 19/11/2010

Assets ( class currency) 2.424.356,69 656.169,04

NAV 10,6675 11,5498

Min NAV 10,2710 11,0962

Max NAV 10,8794 11,7021

Entry fee 0% 0%

Redemption fee 0% 0%

Conversion fee

Redemption scheme T+3 T+3
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Difference in Entry fees

FUND OF FUNDSSPECIAL PURPOSEEQUITYBALANCEDABSOLUTE RETURNBOND

The Sub-Fund’s objective is to achieve positive returns through the use of a
flexible investment strategy that will rely on active asset allocation. The active
asset allocation will result from the combination of a top down approach with
a bottom up stock picking analysis.

In order to meet the investment objective of the Sub-Fund set out above, the
Sub-Fund may invest without any geographical and economic constraint:
- By at least 10% and by no more than 85% of its total assets in equity

securities and other equivalent securities
- By at least 10% and by no more than 85% of its total assets in debt
instruments, cash and cash equivalents (deposits with credit institutions and
money market instruments).ld

In addition, the Sub-Fund may also invest up to 30% of its net assets in
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), qualifying as UCITS or respectively UCI, which
may represent a sector or a market index as per the meaning of article 41 (1)
indent (e) and article 46 of the 2002 Law and/or up to 10% of its net assets in
ETFs on commodities respecting article 41(2) indent a) of the 2002 Law.

Finally, the Sub-Fund, in order to meet its investment objectives, may use on a
regular basis listed financial derivative instruments for the purposes of
hedging currency risk, interest rate risk, market risk and efficient portfolio
management.

The Sub-Fund has a high risk profile and is addressed to investors pursuing a
long-term investment objective with the prospects of achieving returns from
income and capital gains.
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The extreme negative sentiment that prevailed during the last quarter of 2018 was totally reversed in the first quarter of the year as the negative
catalysts that drove markets down were mostly alleviated: in fact, prospects for a US-China trade agreement have substantially improved after the
official initiation of trade negotiations between the two countries and central banks have reassessed their monetary policies to a more accommodative
stance as a response to global growth concerns. Especially the release of pressure from the threat of higher global interest rates increased investor risk
appetite for all asset and sub-asset classes regardless of their risk profile. Equity and bond prices across the globe rebounded sharply during the 1st
quarter when the FED signaled its intention to pause its current rate hiking cycle and its willingness to adjust its policy regarding the balance sheet
reduction plan. This “dovish” stance was further enhanced with an announcement in March that they intend to reduce their projected path of interest
rates further if incoming macro data persisted on the soft side as indicated by the downward adjustment of the 4th quarter 2018 GDP to 2,2% from the
initial 2,6% reading. Essentially the possibility for a US rate increase in 2019 has been eliminated. In the same manner, the ECB was “forced” to
committing itself to keep interest at current levels at least until the end of the year and to introduce a new liquidity program for banks (TLTROs) in
order to spur growth within the ailing eurozone economy which grew by only 0.2% in the final three months of 2018 and continues to face a weak
manufacturing sector (the manufacturing PMI dipped to 47.6 in March). At the same time, Chinese policy makers announced plans to support the
domestic economy including higher public spending, tax cuts and lower reserve requirement ratios for banks as its economy grew at its weakest pace
since 1990. In many ways, the weakness that was recorded at market and economic level during the last quarter of 2018 set the stage for the recovery
of asset prices in the first quarter of 2019 as policy makers, whether at fiscal or monetary level, stepped in and reacted in order to prevent a global
recession.
Within this context, equities benefitted the most by investor flows as depicted by the performance of the broad based MSCI ACWI Index which
advanced by c.12,30% during the 1st quarter. Us equities, after suffering their worst quarterly decline in a decade, rebounded sharply and erased most
of their losses. The broad based SP500 posted impressive quarterly gains of c.13,60% ending the quarter within roughly 4% of its all-time high that was
recorded in September of 2018. All 10 major sectors posted positive returns and Information Technology, given its growth orientation, was for one
more time the best performing sector with a quarterly return of c.20%. Industrials and real estate had also strong performance with returns in excess
of c.17%. The only sectors that did not produce double digit returns were Healthcare (c.+6,6%), weighted down by some prominent failures in new
drug tests, and financials (c.8,6%) as low interest rates and a flat yield curve trim their profitability prospects. With respect to the rest of the developed
equity markets, they also posted robust gains, but underperformed by a slight margin relative to their US peers. Eurozone equities advanced despite
the overhang of Brexit, slowing economic data, and other political uncertainty resulting in c.12% quarterly gain for the MSCI EMU Index. Surprisingly,
Japanese equities (NIKKEI225) only returned only c.6,80% given the risk-on sentiment. Finally, emerging markets, as measured by the MSCI EM Index,
also rose c.9,90% on a quarterly basis. The standout performer was China, which rallied c.18% (US dollar-denominated Chinese stocks) boosted by
hopes for a resolution in the US-China trade dispute, government stimulus and in anticipation of an increase in the weightings of Chinese shares in
MSCI global indexes.
Regarding fixed income markets, after the policy shift by major central banks expectations for a lower interest rate environment globally have risen
substantially with traditional yield seeking investors racing to “lock” yields driving up bond prices and decreasing spreads across the whole bond
universe. As a result, The Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index posted quarterly gains of c2,20% with all major bond segments kicking off the
year on positive territory. Corporate and high yielding bonds were among the best performers supported by robust demand and manageable levels of
new issuance resulting in a c.5,10% and 6,30% QTD performance for the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index and the Bloomberg Barclays
Global High Yield index respectively. Finally, one of the most notable moves within the bond universe is the inversion of some portions of the US
Treasury yield curve which many market participants will keep a watchful eye on since it has proven as a very reliable predictor of recessionary periods.
Looking ahead, more accommodative monetary policies and less disruptive trade policies/ declining trade policies could continue to support markets
and risky assets. However, given that this economic expansion is in its late cycle phase during which corporate earnings growth is deaccelerating and
profit margins are squeezed, equity valuations seem stretched. In fact, markets seem to price in a “goldilocks” situation of sustainable growth and
controlled inflation. In the upcoming months, markets participants will closely monitor the evolution of incoming data both on macro and corporate
level. If global growth or corporate earnings stall, then we might experience a severe rise in volatility and consequently a material retreatment in prices
of risky assets.

For the biggest part of the 1st quarter of 2019 the fund maintained the same strategy of increased overall
market exposure that was initiated during the last quarter of 2018. But towards the end of the quarter and
after the sharp increase in all asset prices, its overall market exposure was significantly decreased by
introducing hedges against its riskier holdings. Within this context, the fund’s equity exposure remained
constant at c.30,7% while hedging positions were initiated and accounted for c.80% of the equity exposure.
Regarding the fund’s geographical breakdown, we have maintained its overweight stance on European equities
(c.20,90%) by allocating more than twice as much compared to their US peers (c.9,0%). European equity
remains at low valuations have and thus can generate in the medium term both alpha and beta driven returns.
On the equity front, the fund maintained a balanced exposure/distribution with respect to sectors and market
factors.
The fund's overall bond exposure was slightly decreased to c.54,70% during Q1 due to the maturity of some
bond holdings but no material changes were made with respect to duration and credit risk on a look through
basis. Its overall bond strategy remained intact by maintaining its yield producing assets in combination with
securities which have a safe heaven status. Thus, USTs remained the fund’s second largest position as a sub-
asset class and accounted for c.21,30% of the NAV in order to increase the fund’s ability to weather a severe
market drawdown. Regarding the fund’s currency exposure, US dollar denominated holdings account for c.50%
of the fund’s NAV and thus we have initiated hedges that cover c.60% of this holdings in order to contain
currency volatility. As expected by the end of the quarter, the fund’s cash holdings were slightly increased at c.
14,60% of the NAV and the total systemic risk of the fund was materially decreased. The initiation of this
defensive strategy was deemed appropriate after the recent market rally and up until there is a clearer view on
the prospects of the global economy and the momentum of corporate earnings growth.



Risk Statistics Fund Returns

Standard Deviation 4,39%

VaR 1,46%

Yield Maturity 2,52% Share Classes YTD 1 y 3 y 5 y Since inception

Duration (years) 2,88 Prelium A 3,30% 0,77% 2,33% 13,46% 6,68%

Prelium B 3,51% 1,75% 5,44% 19,25% 16,41%

Annual Returns per share class
Share Classes 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Prelium A -4,14% +0,49% +1,17% +8,50% +7,81% +2,03%

Prelium B -3,16% +1,50% +2,21% +9,80% +8,62% +3,05%

Major Holdings(%)

6,70%

5,84%

5,37%

5,24%

3,68%

3,59%

3,53%

2,85%

2,73%

2,66%

Contact

  Eurobank Asset Management M.F.M.C.

  10 Stadiou Str, Athens, 10564, Τel: +30 210 33 52 800, Fax: +30 210 33 52 890

  Email: am@eurobank.gr

  Website:  www.eurobankam.gr www.eurobank.gr

  Or call Europhone Banking  +30 210 95 55 000 or +30 801 111 1144
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the information contained herein: (1) is property to Morningstar, (2) may not be copied (save (i) as incidentally necessary in the course of viewing it on-line, and (ii) in the course of printing off single copies of web pages on which it appears for the personal non-commercial use
of those authorised to view it on-line), adapted or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. This Morningstar - sourced information is provided to you by Eurobank Ergasias and is at your own risk. You agree that Morningstar is not responsible
for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information and that the information must not be relied upon by you the user. Eurobank Ergasias SA informs you as follows: (i) no investment decision should be made in relation to any of the information provided other
than on the advice of a professional financial advisor; (ii) past performance is no guarantee of future results, and (iii) the value and income derived from investments can go down as well as up.

FUND OF FUNDSSPECIAL PURPOSEEQUITYBALANCEDABSOLUTE RETURN

Portfolio Asset Class Breakdown

BOND

Standard Deviation calculations have been performed using a data sample of

the last 12 month. The VaR analysis is based on the Historical Simulation method

using the 99th percentile as confidence interval and historical data of the last

12 months. The VaR level refers to the one month VaR.

CASH FUNDS

Geografical Equities Breakdown

Sector Allocation

GERMANY 28,99%

FRANCE 27,23%

UNITED STATES 27,02%

NETHERLANDS 10,57%

CHINA 4,42%

ITALY 1,34%

ISRAEL 0,44%

Consumer Staples 18,96%

Consumer Discretionary 16,75%

Health Care 15,06%

Information Technology 14,04%

Industrials 11,25%

Financials 8,44%

Communication Services 7,26%

Materials 5,33%

Energy 2,90%
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